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Reading Instruction:
The Principal's Role
Charles Whitfield
Edie L. Whitfield
Morehead State University

EXPERIENCE

School principals are continually
searching for effective means of providing instructional leadership for
their teaching staffs. Despite the fact
that it is considered a principal' s
most important function, instructional leadership often becomes the
most neglected. Finding time for
staff development and not feeling
adept as leaders in subject-matter
skills are two major reasons given
for neglect. In an effort to simplify a
mammoth concern, ten suggestions
are presented which specifically
identify leadership tasks for improving reading instruction.
1. Individualized Leadership A first step for principals is
recognizing individual differences
and instructional needs among
teachers. Large-group inservice
programs are usually ineffective for
improving reading instruction.
Therefore, individual teacher needs
assessment should be made through
classroom visitation, and/or clinical
superv1s1on (Cogan,
1973;
Goldhammer, 1969). A review of
results of assessments may indicate
that some teachers seem to possess a
repertoire of instructional skills but
perhaps lack effective classroom
management techniques. (Discipline
problems, absence of room control,
or poor organization and planning
have ways of absorbing valuable
teaching time). When this is
discovered (often through consistent
classroom visitation) the principal
should plan specific ways for
guiding these individuals toward
more effective classroom management and planning procedures.
Assessment may further identify
other teachers who appear to be
weak in instructional skills. This
often results when teachers fail to
follow the natural sequence of
language development.
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"Language develops in a logical sequence, and when this sequence is
violated, the teacher may cause communication disability among the
children. The importance of experience
as the base of language development
cannot be over-stressed" (Smith, 1976).

Reading, one phase of language
arts, should not be taught in isolation. Experience, listening, and oral
expression are vital prerequisites to
reading. Children need many firsthand language experiences before
reading.
2. Active Involvement - Effective staff development must provide
active involvement or participation
for teachers. Clinical supervision
ref erred to above is an ideal method
for teacher involvement (Cogan,
1973; Goldhammer, 1969).
In addition to clinical supervision, principals can involve
teachers
through
special
assignments, large and small group
sharing activities, buzz sessions, individual projects, field trips (visits
to other reading programs, Educational Service Centers, etc.) and in-
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building workshops. These activities
become opportunities for teachers to
construct new materials, learn current research, view films, ask questions, share ideas, and discuss problems.
3. Mini-sessions and Reinforcement - Short, brief, but regular
presentations of ideas prove effective for staff development. Large
amounts of information disseminated at one time with long periods
of time between sessions do not encourage instructional growth. Principals should seek ways to continually reinforce reading instruction with mini ideas or sessions.
Chats with teachers, relevant articles placed in faculty lounges, and
frequent short short "reading"
faculty meetings are effective instructional leadership procedures.
4. Program Variety - Planning
a variety of activities will enhance
staff development for reading instruction. This approach meets individual teacher needs more adequately, lends itself to teacher participation and facilitates mm1sessions and reinforces concepts.
Adding interest and appeal, variety
becomes the spice of staff development.
5. Choice of Activities - Staff
development in reading is more effective when teachers are provided
with choices. Allowing individual
selection of activities adds interest
and enthusiasm in professional
growth because needs and concerns
are more readily met.
6. Motivation - Instructional
leadership and staff development
are more effective for reading improvement when teachers are highly
motivated. The principal' s enthusiasm and interest are usually
motivating to teachers. Both can be
expressed in many ways and result

in teachers feeling successful and
proud of their own efforts and accomplishments. Because teachers
are motivated by their own successes, the principal's role should
be one of continual recognition for
good teaching. Listening to children
read, reading with them on occasion, and entering into their reading
discussions provide principals with
positive knowledge of student progress which can be shared with
teachers.
7. Encouraging Positive SelfConcept - Positive self-concept is
an important variable influencing
teaching ability. Principals should
help teachers be aware of the vital
role they play in children's lives and
strive to develop in every staff
member a feeling of pride for the
school, classroom, and group of
students.
8. Principal's Expectations
Maintaining an atmosphere of confidence and trust regarding prof es-

sional integrity and instructional
ability produces positive results.
Teachers tend to be what principals
expect them to be. When principals
believe in the worth of the school,
the students, and the teachers,
teachers tend to respond positively
toward responsibilities.
9. Reading in Content Areas Principals should make each
teacher aware of the fact that
reading is a part of every subject.
Reading can and must be taught
throughout the total curriculum.
Different instructional goals exist
(reading for information, reading to
follow directions, reading to
discover or learn, reading for
pleasure) and provide a total
reading program.
10. Evaluation and Feedback Important aspects of any staff
development, evaluation, and feedback, serve to further enhance the
improvement of readers programs.
Opportunities to encourage prof es-

sional growth through selfevaluation evolve naturally in individual conferences and staff
development activities.
When principals are deeply committed to the improvement of
reading and reading instruction,
both teachers and students make
better progress. The creative, interested, and concerned principal is
often the key to improved instruction in reading.
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